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Abstract

Butterflies and dragonflies show a high vulnerability to global changes because of their
specialized interactions and their sensitivity to habitat structure and fragmentation. Despite
increasing research addressing their conservation issues, analyses of range changes over large
spatial and temporal scales remain rare, particularly for insects. Our aim is to characterize
the recent trends in the distribution of these two groups in Western Europe, in connection
with environmental gradients (climate, land cover ...) and species ecology.
We performed diachronic analysis of species distribution by compiling presence data in
France, Belgium and Luxembourg during the last thirty years. Random range changes were
simulated by null models and allowed testing the significance of appearance/disappearance
dynamics of species observed in each administrative unit, as well as the direction of signifi-
cant range shifts.

We found contrasting patterns of range dynamics among butterflies and dragonflies species.
A strong latitudinal gradient of decline appeared for Rhopalocera, whereas Odonata showed
heterogeneous patterns, related to local regression of aquatic habitats. For both, dynamics
of range changes seemed mainly resulting from growing urbanization, intensification of agri-
cultural landscapes and degradation of wetlands. Species responses to these changes appear
closely link to their ecological preferences, with increased decline of specialist species associ-
ated with sensitive and declining habitats.
These dynamics entail increasing contrast of species richness patterns between the North
and South of the study area and underscore the responsibility of Mediterranean region in
the conservation of these two insects’ groups. Conservation priorities are also identified in
terms of species and administrative areas.
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